Many code-generator generators use tree pattern matching and dynamic programming. This paper describes a simple program that generates matchers that are fast, compact, and easy to understand.
INTRODUCTION
Many code-generator generators use tree pattern matching and dynamic programming (DP) [2, 4, 8] . They accept tree patterns and associated costs, and semantic actions that, for example, allocate registers and emit object code. They produce tree matchers that make two passes over each subject tree. The first pass is bottom up and finds a set of patterns that cover the tree with minimum cost. The second pass executes the semantic actions associated with minimum-cost patterns at the nodes they matched. Code-generator generators based on this model include BEG [7] , Twig [3] , and burg [ 13] . Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. Figure  2 , which means that it also matches all rules with disp alone on the right-hand side, namely, line 9. By transitivity, it also matches the chain rules in lines 5 and 13. But all three of these chain rules yield cost 2, which is not better than previous matches for those nonterminals.
Once labeled, a subject tree is reduced by traversing it from the top down . 223 The code at the beginning of state (see Figure  4 ) that allocates and initializes a state record is not needed for leaves, so it is protected by a test that excludes leaf ops. Figure 2 .
This improvement has been added to iburg. Trials could not quantify an improvement, but it probably saves something, and it is easier to read.
